All the Comforts of Home Automation

Home Automation is the ability to control lights, thermostats, shades and more with the touch of a button.

Say “Home Automation” and many people think of expensive, complex systems for luxury homes or complicated whole-house rewiring projects. But it doesn’t require a big investment to enjoy the comfort and ease of a Vizia RF +® wireless system in any home. The Vizia RF + collection is surprisingly affordable and simple to retrofit in existing homes or install in new homes. You can start small with Vizia RF + in one room and later expand the system to multiple locations. Just upgrade standard switches and dimmers with intelligent digital Vizia RF + components and discover one-touch home control at its best.
Home Automation at Your Command

Open the door to all the benefits that come with Vizia RF +® automated living. The robust radio frequency system offers one-touch control of lights and appliances, dramatic scene transitions, timed events and many desirable options that will enhance your home. Its elegant silhouette is sleek and tactile. Energy efficient and cost effective, Vizia RF + products adapt to your needs – without the need for new wires – and provide a luxurious upgrade for less than you might imagine.

- **Convenient** – Press a button to turn on groups of lights in or around your home
- **Ready to Install** – No need for complex and expensive rewiring
- **Affordable** – Abundant features at a moderate cost
- **Adaptable** – Customize the system for your lifestyle
- **Scalable** – Build on the system at any time
- **Reliable** – Backed by 100+ years of Leviton engineering and design innovation
- **Green** – Dimmers and automatic scheduling of lights help reduce power consumption
- **Decorative** – Coordinates with our Decora® line of wiring devices and lighting controls
- **Compatible** – Works with Z-Wave® devices like shades, thermostats and more to create a complete home control system

**No New Wires** – Replaces existing devices for a smooth, wall-preserving installation
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Timed Events Work for You

There’s so much you can accomplish with the Vizia RF +® Timed Event feature. Arrive late at night to a well lit home or schedule lights to turn on at variable times while on vacation. You can automate the pool pump, activate the heating system or remotely control appliances in the Z-Wave® network. Any Vizia RF + device can be programmed to automatically turn on and off. Plus, you don’t have to modify the system for length of day because once it is programmed with your home’s exact location, the astronomical clock automatically adjusts for dawn or dusk.

**Timed Event Tips:**
- **Enhance Security** – Schedule lights to turn on at variable times for a lived-in look while you’re away
- **Improve Safety** – Illuminate pathways for safety and security after dark
- **Increase Convenience** – Automate lighting for everyday tasks and control motors and fans
- **Save Money** – Set the heating or cooling system to conserve energy when you’re not home
Scene Control, Simplified

Scene control puts the convenience of customized lighting at your fingertips so you can vary the light level in a room with the push of a button. Using a Vizia RF +® 4-button scene controller you can preset lighting levels for four different activities, an advantage in a busy kitchen. No more running around a room to turn on various lights at different levels. Press a button and watch your recessed, pendant and under-cabinet lighting dim to the appropriate levels.

Scene control lets you customize the light level to fit the mood or activity. Preset lights to desired levels and add labels for each scene: GOOD MORNING, ENTERTAIN, CLEAN UP and GOOD NIGHT.
Create Dramatic Scenes

Scene control can enhance your lifestyle or provide the perfect light level for any activity. You can fine-tune the ambiance from low and subtle for dining to full bright for party set-up, or create any mood you wish. Experiment with dimmer fade rates for the most dramatic effects. Be creative and change the atmosphere in a room from warm and cozy to cool and elegant with one touch of a button.
Zone Control Made Easy

Zone control gives you the power to control multiple light sources in many rooms or areas of the home at the push of a button. You can simultaneously activate lights in the kitchen, foyer, family room or outdoors from one location. If you hear a noise at night, one touch on a zone controller or remote in your bedroom can turn on multiple lights to deter possible intruders. You can also activate or turn off downstairs lights from an upstairs room. Be sure to include thermostats and shades from our partners in the Z-Wave® alliance to enjoy the complete capability of your system. 

Zone control delivers the flexibility to control a group of lights in an area or zone anywhere in or around your home. KITCHEN, HALLWAY, FAMILY ROOM, LANDSCAPE are among the many options.
Control Multiple Areas of Your Home

Enjoy the comfort of being able to enter your home at night, press a button and simultaneously activate selected lights near the stairway and in the master suite. Enhance security by using the Timed Event feature of the Programmer/Timer to schedule lights to turn on randomly for a lived-in look while you’re away. One-touch Zone Control is a powerful way to control your home’s lighting.
**vizia rf +® Collection**

The Vizia RF + Automated Living Collection is completely compatible with Decora Plus™ screwless and Decora® standard wallplates, and the complete line of Leviton’s hallmark wiring devices.

Vizia RF + label kits for the 4-button scene and 4-button zone controllers are also available.

For more information, visit leviton.com/viziarf

**vizia rf +® Products**

4-Button Zone Controller  
4-Button Scene Controller  
2-Button Scene Controller  
Switch  
Dimmer  
Fan Speed Control  
Remote Controller  
Programmer/Timer  
Plug-in Module

**Color Options:**  
White, Ivory, Almond, Light Almond, Gray, Black, Red & Brown
Vizia RF + is part of the Z-Wave Alliance, which allows it to work with many devices from other manufacturers in the network. Z-Wave technology effectively transforms any component – switches, lighting controls, thermostats, and more, into an intelligent device that can be wirelessly controlled and monitored. And thanks to the expandability of the system, the options will grow along with the alliance. Today, you can select from hundreds of interoperable products from over 150 companies.